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AN INTEGRATED METHODOLOGY
FOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
MODELING AND SIMULATION
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Abstract Integral to effective critical infrastructure analysis is the assessment of
infrastructure vulnerabilities, which provides insights into potential dis-
ruptions that can enhance protection plans and response and recovery
operations. Effective critical infrastructures analysis, however, must ac-
count for the complex, multi-dimensional characteristics of infrastruc-
tures and the dependencies between infrastructures. This paper presents
a new methodology for integrated modeling and simulation that sup-
ports such analysis. An integrated analysis environment that embodies
this new methodology is presented as a proof of concept.
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1. Introduction

Critical infrastructures are infrastructures that, if disrupted, can undermine
a nation’s security, economy, public health and way of life [15]. Recent incidents
such as the 2003 blackout in the Northeastern United States and Southeastern
Canada and the 2005 hurricanes in Louisiana and Texas demonstrate the catas-
trophic impacts of critical infrastructure disruptions. While it is unlikely that
disruptions can be prevented, effective critical infrastructure analysis can – at
the very least – minimize their impact by improving vulnerability assessments,
protection planning and strategies for response and recovery.

Critical infrastructure analysis seeks to provide insights into infrastructure
behavior and potential disruptions that can increase the efficacy of protection
plans and response and recovery operations. The U.S. Government has identi-
fied thirteen critical infrastructure sectors (e.g., energy, communications, and
banking and finance) [15]. Each sector is a mission-critical, socio-technical
system involving complex, multi-dimensional collections of technologies, infor-
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mation, processes and people. All the sectors are highly interdependent –
disruptions in one sector cascade and escalate across the other sectors [12].

In order to account for these characteristics, critical infrastructure analysis
must satisfy two important requirements. First, it should emphasize the en-
gineering properties and the behavioral properties of each infrastructure. En-
gineering properties describe the technical characteristics of an infrastructure
in terms of the underlying physics-based properties of the inanimate objects
that constrain infrastructure operation. Behavioral properties describe the re-
lational properties that emerge from business processes, decision points, human
interventions, information availability, reliability and consistency, in addition
to the engineering properties of the infrastructure.

Second, critical infrastructure analysis must be conducted in situ, i.e., in
context. Suchman [13] argues that context gives meaning to action – separat-
ing actions from the context in which they are performed causes the meanings
or implications of the actions to be lost. Examining infrastructures in isola-
tion ignores the complex dependencies that exist between infrastructures and
the contextual factors that constrain infrastructure behavior. This results in
vulnerability assessments that are at best incomplete and at worst invalid.

These two requirements must constitute the foundation for any comprehen-
sive, holistic and systemic analysis of critical infrastructures, especially mod-
eling and simulation activities that support infrastructure protection. This
paper presents a new methodology for infrastructure modeling and simulation
that addresses the two requirements. The methodology is realized within an
integrated environment that supports effective critical infrastructure analysis.

2. Related Work

Modeling and simulation are important activities that facilitate the explo-
ration and analysis of complex phenomena, especially those encountered in
critical infrastructure systems. In fact, for many phenomena, modeling and
simulation may be the only viable means for exploration and analysis. This is
particularly true for phenomena that are characterized by organic collections
of events involving open systems — systems that may include social, economic,
technical, civic, environmental, informational and geographic contexts. Effec-
tive modeling and simulation of these phenomena often require a system-of-
systems approach that recognizes the various dimensions of the phenomena
and the relationships between the dimensions.

A comprehensive survey of critical infrastructure modeling and simulation
solutions can be found in [10]. Several solutions decompose analysis to the ex-
ploration of individual infrastructures. Many useful single infrastructure solu-
tions exist (see, e.g., [4, 11]). However, decomposition methods fail to recognize
the importance of the behavioral properties of infrastructures and the complex
dependencies existing between infrastructures. Furthermore, these solutions are
difficult to generalize due to the unique characteristics of each infrastructure.

Other solutions focus on infrastructure interdependencies (see, e.g., [3, 6]).
These solutions attempt to recognize the in situ requirement and model the
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Figure 1. Integrated modeling and simulation framework.

complex behavior that emerges from the interdependencies. However, these
solutions do not adequately incorporate the unique behaviors of the underlying
infrastructures. While interdependencies can lead to cascading and escalating
effects [12], these effects arise specifically from the interplay of the interdepen-
dencies and the individual behavior of infrastructures. When the behavior of
individual infrastructure is ignored, the fidelity of the model is greatly reduced.

Still other solutions attempt to construct comprehensive models of critical
infrastructures (see, e.g., [2, 5, 9, 12, 14]). However, detailed comprehensive
models are difficult to construct due to the unique characteristics of each in-
frastructure. As a result, these models emphasize higher levels of analysis at
the cost of detailed analysis.

Recently, there have been efforts to develop hybrid solutions for critical
infrastructure modeling and simulation (see, e.g., [1, 16]). Pederson and col-
leagues [10] describe these efforts as adopting a “coupled modeling” approach.
Under this approach, individual infrastructure models are integrated in a gener-
alized manner with models of infrastructure dependencies to enable system-of-
systems analysis, which couples the fidelity of individual infrastructure models
with the requirement for in situ analysis. Our modeling and simulation solution
leverages this coupled approach.

3. Modeling and Simulation Methodology

This section describes the modeling and simulation methodology, which
builds on our previous work in the area [16]. The methodology leverages exist-
ing infrastructure models and a representation of context and behavior.
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3.1 Integration Framework

The methodology for modeling and simulation is based, in part, on the abil-
ity to integrate separate infrastructure models within a single framework. The
framework is designed around a service-oriented architecture supported by a
common service provider API (Figure 1). Under this framework, each infras-
tructure model is integrated by implementing a framework connector, which re-
alizes the common service provider API, and registering the connector with the
framework’s service registry. The infrastructure models are leveraged during
analysis via the connectors by the Integrated Modeling Environment (described
below), which functions as a service requester. Interaction between the service
requester and service providers is event-driven. Thus, the methodology enables
discrete simulations in support of analysis activities. Individual infrastructure
models, however, may or may not be event-based. To integrate continuous
simulation models, it is necessary to implement a framework connector that
adapts continuous simulations to discrete simulations.

3.2 Representing Context and Behavior

Because context gives meaning to action [13], examining the behavior of crit-
ical infrastructures in isolation and outside of space and time leads to a loss in
the meaning or implication of infrastructure behavior. John Locke’s definition
of “knowledge” inspires our representation of context and the meaning it em-
bodies. Locke [8] describes knowledge as the ability to distinguish concepts or
ideas. In other words, knowledge emerges from relationships among concepts.
Our representation leverages this definition and draws on ontology principles
and the notion of a relation to provide a representation of context and behav-
ior. Our methodology uses relations to support the specification of contextual
and behavioral properties along three dimensions: function, time and space.
These dimensions situate infrastructure features and their collective behavior
by answering how, when and where features are related. In this context, an
infrastructure feature is any modeled component of an infrastructure.

Functional Relations Under our methodology, each infrastructure fea-
ture may be associated functionally with other infrastructure features. We
define functional relations according to a specified commodity and relational
rule, and by leveraging a provider/subscriber paradigm. Commodities are tan-
gible or intangible goods or services that may be generated, transported or
consumed by infrastructure features. Relational rules further restrict the rela-
tion by constraining the set of origin features that may provide a commodity to
a destination feature. Most relational rules constrain this behavior according
to provider/subscriber proximity.

A functional relation is represented by the tuple, (origin × commodity ×
destination × relational rule), which states that the infrastructure feature
origin provides the commodity to infrastructure feature destination accord-
ing to the relational rule. Given that the collective critical infrastructure of a
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region may contain tens of thousands of features, it is not feasible to specify ev-
ery functional relation. Therefore, we allow functional relations to be specified
at a type/subtype level and an instance level using selection sets. A selection
set is a specification that resolves to a set of features according to a specified
criterion. For example, functional relations can be specified that state that in-
frastructure features of type origin type provide a commodity to infrastructure
features of type destination type according to the relational rule.

Temporal Relations Under our methodology, each infrastructure feature
may be associated with temporal latencies for enabling or disabling the fea-
ture. A temporal relation is represented by the tuple, (feature× commodity×
effect ×duration), which states that when an infrastructure feature loses or
gains access to a commodity, the effect (i.e., disable or enable) is delayed by a
duration. For example, if an infrastructure feature losses access to the essential
commodity electricity, the disabling effect of losing the commodity is delayed
until the specified latency has passed; this latency may model a limited alterna-
tive commodity source (e.g., battery backup). Similarly, once an infrastructure
feature gains access to its essential commodities, the enabling effect is delayed
until the specified latency has passed; this latency can model the startup time
required to enable the feature. If access to an essential commodity is restored
before the disablement latency has expired, then the disable event is discarded.
Similar to functional relations, temporal relations for infrastructure features
may be specified at the type/subtype or instance levels.

Spatial Relations Finally, our methodology recognizes that infrastruc-
ture features, as physical objects, are spatially tangible. Therefore, each in-
frastructure feature may be associated with a location in space. Its location
and spatial relationships with other infrastructure features are represented by
geographic coordinates and also, as in many geographic information systems,
by topological relationships [7]. A spatial relation is represented by the tuple,
(feature × location), which states that infrastructure feature is located at
location in geographic space. Spatial relations of infrastructure features are
used in numerous ways, including for proximity analysis according to relational
rules (e.g., nearest provider in a given radius), spatial correlations (e.g., map
overlays) and geo-visualizations.

Infrastructure Context and Behavior Ontology Integrating func-
tional, temporal and spatial relations leads to an ontology for modeling infras-
tructure context and behavior (Figure 2). An ontology models the well-defined
dimensions of a domain in terms of objects, attributes and relations. It also
enables the construction of a common understanding through a common lan-
guage and representation for analytical discourse. In our ontology, functional
and temporal relations are represented by the objects in grey. Spatial relations
are modeled by the “Space” association between the “Feature” object and the
“Location” object.
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Figure 2. Infrastructure context and behavior ontology.

4. Integrated Methodology

Our new methodology leverages the integration framework and the context
and behavior ontology. It involves five steps.

1. Infrastructure Model Identification and Development: Infrastruc-
ture models are realized by using third party products (e.g., [4, 11]) or by
instantiating generic infrastructure models that are built into the integration
framework (e.g., utility, transport and channel networks).

2. Connector Development: Each infrastructure model must instantiate a
connector for the model to participate in the integration framework. The
framework provides a simple connector API for connector development.

3. Infrastructure Model Importation: The modeling environment, as a
service requester, requires from each infrastructure model a representation
of the infrastructure features for the model for the features to participate in
the context and behavior ontology.

4. Integrated Model Development: Functional, temporal and spatial re-
lations are specified (ontology instantiation); relationships are instantiated
based on these specifications.

5. Integrated Modeling and Simulation: Models are explored, simulations
are executed and analyzed, models are validated and analysis products are
constructed.

These five steps are not necessarily performed in a sequential manner. Each
step remains ongoing as analysis questions change, infrastructure models evolve
(due to data acquisition, verification and validation), and the integrated model
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Figure 4. Model Builder interface (Relationships tab).

The third tab, “Simulator,” is visible in Figure 3. This tab allows analysts to
select a course of action, specify a start time and initiate a simulation. As the
simulation executes, the analyst sees on the left-hand side of this tab an event
stream capturing infrastructure feature enable and disable events. Features
are enabled/disabled as a function of individual infrastructure model behavior
and as a function of the relations specified in the infrastructure context and
behavior ontology. Each simulation event includes a timestamp. The right-
hand side of the simulator tab contains a scorecard that aggregates simulation
event stream data along various dimensions (e.g., time, infrastructure and fea-
ture type). Saved simulations are listed at the bottom of the tab. As the
simulation executes, analysts can observe the effects in the geo-visualization.
Dynamic changes in feature symbology reflect domain model state changes (i.e.,
enabling and disabling of features).

To conduct meaningful analysis, however, the context and behavior ontology
must be specified. This activity is supported by a separate Model Builder inter-
face palette. The palette includes, among other tabs, interfaces for specifying
commodities, relationships, latencies and connectors. The “Relationships” tab
(Figure 4) enables model builders to specify and manage the functional rela-
tions for domain models. The “Latencies” tab provides model builders with
a means to manage the temporal relations that specify infrastructure feature
enabling and disabling latencies. Finally, the “Connectors” tab provides model
builders with a means to manage the participating infrastructure models. Sev-
eral infrastructure models have been integrated into the IME via the connector
framework (e.g., [4, 11]). In addition, the IME, by default, provides the afore-
mentioned built-in models (utility, transport and channel networks).
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Figure 5. Example infrastructure models.

6. Critical Infrastructure Analysis

This section presents an example application of our integration methodology.
The example involves a small geographic region with several buildings and three
critical infrastructures (natural gas, steam and water). Figure 5 presents each
infrastructure and a layered view of all three infrastructures.

Table 1. Temporal relations.

Selection Set Commodity Effect Duration

Steam Source Steam Disable 1.00:00:00 (d.h:m:s)

To support integrated modeling and simulation across the infrastructures, it
is necessary to geo-code relevant infrastructure features to establish spatial con-
text. Next, the commodities that are essential to operating the infrastructures
are identified (steam, gas and water). The temporal latencies for infrastructure
features are then specified to establish the temporal context. Table 1 lists the
single temporal latency specification used in the example.

Table 2. Functional relations.

Origin Commodity Destination Rule

Water Line Water Building #1 Nearest Neighbor
Building #1 Steam Steam Source Nearest Neighbor
Steam Line Steam Buildings #2 and #3 Nearest Neighbor
Gas Line Gas Building #1 Nearest Neighbor

Finally, the functional relations among the infrastructure features are spec-
ified. Table 2 presents the three functional relations used in the example.

During analysis, the Analyst interface (Figure 3) is used to specify objectives
and courses of action, and to execute and explore simulations. In the exam-
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Figure 6. Example simulation (disabled features in bold).

ple, the objective is to maintain the operation of Buildings #2 and #3 (i.e.,
the analyst specifies an objective with the undesired effects of disabling these
buildings). The course of action is initiated by a gas line fracture due to on-
going construction. Subsequent to the fracture, downstream gas is lost (Panel
1 in Figure 6). To contain the leak, a gas valve is closed one hour into the
simulation as scheduled in the course of action. This results in the loss of the
gas commodity to Building #1 (Panel 2). The loss of gas to Building #1 halts
the production of steam (Panel 3). After twenty-four hours, Buildings #2 and
#3 cannot function because they have no heat (Panel 4). The integrated mod-
eling and simulation behavior demonstrated by the simulation is realized by
the behaviors of the individual infrastructure models and the temporal, spatial
and functional relations in the IME context and behavior ontology.

The simulations may be explored further, replayed and saved for subsequent
analysis. Analysts may use the scorecard interface to examine the order of im-
pact of simulation events and the plausible impact to each critical infrastruc-
ture. In addition, analysts can examine the event trace to understand and/or
validate the event chain that lead to (un)desired effects. During the analysis,
the ontology may be refined, e.g., by adding/deleting/modifying commodities,
functional relations and/or temporal latencies, to explore “what-if” scenarios.

7. Conclusions

The new methodology for critical infrastructure modeling and simulation
emphasizes the engineering and behavioral properties of individual infrastruc-
tures and enables analyses to be conducted in functional, spatial and temporal
context. The methodology effectively captures the complex, multi-dimensional
characteristics of individual infrastructures and the dependencies between in-
frastructures, helping provide insights into potential disruptions that can in-
crease the efficacy of protection plans and response and recovery operations.

The methodology, as realized in the IME, is being actively used to explore
and analyze critical infrastructures for large-scale geographic regions (> 100,000
square km). An integrated model also has been developed for an urban re-
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gion (> 500 square miles with a population exceeding 800,000); the critical
infrastructures in the integrated model include electric power, natural gas dis-
tribution, water distribution, telecommunications and transportation. Other
applications include a corporate IT infrastructure model for a Fortune 100
company that integrates models for hardware, software, business applications,
business processes and business units; and an urban neighborhood model cov-
ering roughly 1,000 contiguous acres that serves a population of more than
20,000.

Evaluation of the methodology is a priority [17, 18]. Verification and vali-
dation are enabled by the methodology’s adherence to the principle of trans-
parency. All analysis enabled by the ontology is completely transparent to
analysts; event traces can be explored and questioned by subject matter ex-
perts. The result is an ongoing interleaving of analysis with verification and
validation, which improves the underlying ontology and the resulting analysis.

Current research is focusing on augmenting the methodology and its under-
lying framework to accommodate non-deterministic models and infrastructure
degradation. In addition, efforts are underway to enhance the expressiveness
of the IME ontology and the IME visualization facility, especially the ability to
view multiple infrastructure models along their functional, spatial and temporal
dimensions.
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